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P R E S I D E N T ’ S M E S S AG E
B. Chris Brewster, San Diego, CA

One of the primary values of the USLA
is the exchange of information that
allows us all to benefit by the advances
of each of us. If one lifesaving group
comes up with a better way to do things
and shares it, others can do things better too. Techniques for the effective use
of personal watercraft is a recent example, but there are myriad others.

ing agencies to double the 40 minimum
hours of lifeguard training required
under USLA standards. While their
work was challenging and took several
years to accomplish, ultimately their
stated goal of creating a professional certificate and associates degree for area
open water lifeguards was accomplished.
These same leaders recognized that
while training was important, there were
equally important regional issues that
needed to be tackled.

Recently I was invited to attend a
meeting of the San Diego Regional
Aquatic
Lifesaving
Emergency
Response Taskforce (SDRALERT) in
Encinitas, California, a coastal city in
San Diego County. I’m always invited,
as a courtesy, but rarely have the
chance to make the meeting. I was
impressed and I learned plenty.
SDRALERT was a brainchild of several leaders of lifeguard
agencies in San Diego County, beginning in 2004. It exists
to create a collaboration of every aquatic lifesaving agency
to coordinate resources in emergency and non-emergency
circumstances. You’ll not be surprised to know that
SDRALERT includes every one of the nine city, state, and
federal lifeguard agencies that protect San Diego’s coastline.
You’ll be pleased to know that it includes three harbor
patrols and the US Coast Guard. You’ll perhaps be surprised
to know that it also includes the US Border Patrol and US
Customs. And resources from Mexico are also regular participants.
SDRALERT is an offshoot of the San Diego Regional
Lifeguard Training Program Advisory Committee. That
group came together in 1997 when I was the lifeguard chief
for San Diego, with the aim of regionalizing lifeguard training in accordance with USLA standards under a local community college. Rather than having many smaller academies at each lifeguard agency, most of the agencies have
since contributed instructors to the regional academy and
can draw on the graduates each year as they hire seasonal
employees.
The system has reduced training costs and allowed participatALM

What does SDRALERT do? The largest
lifeguard agency in San Diego County
is the (city of) San Diego Lifeguard
Service. One of the best resourced lifesaving agencies in San Diego County is
the US Coast Guard. Neither though,
and none of the other agencies in San Diego County that
provide lifesaving services, have the resources to address
every need. Each has unique skills and abilities, based on
geography, past experience, and other factors.
As is well established in the police and firefighting professions, a system of predetermined mutual aid is essential to
effectively protecting a community. SDRALERT knits
together the lifesaving resources of San Diego County so
that they can support each other to respond effectively and
in concert to major incidents. SDRALERT has also helped
establish regional training programs that have reduced costs
and improved the quality of outcomes. It’s an all for one and
one for all approach that has eliminated historical barriers
to cooperation.
At the meeting I attended, representatives of the US Navy,
which has a large presence in San Diego, made a presentation on the possibility of using trained sea lions and porpoises in search and recovery of drowning victims. They
explained in detail the capabilities of their marine animal
resources, how they are used in harbor security and in war,
but detailed possibilities that might greatly reduce time and
resources in locating a body in murky water. That perhaps is
a subject for another story, but what an intriguing concept.
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SDRALERT has had a number of individual successes. In
the wake of the disappearance of a young woman that
received national news, the dive teams of the agencies that
form the group combined under a unified command to
search for the young woman’s body. While she was ultimately found on land, the previous training, coordination and
positive relationships formed through the Dive Team subcommittee of SDRALERT allowed the various individual
teams to come together seamlessly and work together with
a comfort only achieved through familiarity. This same scenario has been repeated time and time again when the dive
teams have come together to search for drowning victims.

They’re normally two days long, with the first day dedicated to all the issues of a marine disaster, including utilization
of the incident command system (ICS), rescue, medical aid,
and environment issues. The final day is devoted to dive
teams performing underwater search and recovery. The
January 2014 exercise will mark the group’s seventh successful MRO.
A member of the SDRALERT group, Sgt. John Sandmeyer
of the San Diego Lifeguard Service, has recently been
placed on special assignment to act as the San Diego
region’s Maritime Emergency Preparedness Manager. This

Late last summer some 50 divers from the group combined
to locate the body of a boater who disappeared in a local
reservoir in San Diego County. According to Lt. Nick
Lerma of the San Diego Lifeguard Service, “Having every
dive team in the county willing and capable of supporting
each other takes a lot of the stress and uncertainly away
from these very difficult scenarios.”

position is funded through a grant from the US Department

Lerma is the current chair of SDRALERT and also leads the
22 member San Diego Lifeguard/Police Dive Team (which
includes lifeguards, police officers, San Diego lake ranger
divers, and a deputy medical examiner, all of whom must
pass the USLA standard 500 meter swim within 10 minutes). The search also involved cadaver sniffing dogs from
the Border Patrol search, trauma, and rescue (BORSTAR)
special operations unit. This type of collaboration is impressive when compared with the working relationships of some
of the other dive teams around the country which tend to
compete rather than collaborate.

Diego County, looking to intercept people entering the

Another
subcommittee
under
SDRALERT
is
Swiftwater/Flood Rescue. Like the success with local dive
teams, area swiftwater rescue teams have worked together in
planning, training and mutual aid responses. As a result of
the combined efforts of the members of SDRALERT, communication has been vastly improved in anticipation of
flood and swift moving river and stream conditions. As
well, local swiftwater rescue teams train together and work
flawlessly when the need arises – and it always does.

of Homeland Security’s Urban Area Security Initiative,
managed by the Office for Domestic Preparedness. He’ll be
organizing the January MRO involving all of the resources
and partners of SDRALERT on January 30th and 31st.
Why are the Border Patrol and US Customs involved in
SDRALERT? They regularly patrol the oceanfront of San
country illegally or smuggling contraband, but they sometimes come upon other needs that lifesaving agencies can
provide, or in reverse lifesaving agencies sometimes come
upon issues that require their attention.
SDRALERT has helped promote common radio frequencies
and other methods of interagency communication so that
needs are addressed rapidly. The San Diego Lifeguard
Service’s 24-hour dispatch center, for example, monitors an
array of surveillance cameras and reports suspicious coastal
and harbor activity to relevant authorities. They provide off
hours dispatch support to other agencies when asked.
We all know that lifeguards have unique skills. Sometimes
though, the skills and resources of one agency aren’t
enough. We are stronger when we work collaboratively with
each other and with all of the agencies likely to be able to
improve our response to those in need. That collaboration
though requires work, planning, and readiness, for when
emergencies arise, it’s too late to consider the plans we

One of SDRALERT’s main objectives is host a mass rescue
operation (MRO) full scale exercise every year. These
MRO’s can involve up to 100 personnel who assemble to
prepare for the innumerable of “what if” scenarios that
could and have occurred somewhere around the coastal US.
ALM

should have made.
Would you like to establish a similar program in your area?
Contact Lt. Nick Lerma at 619-221-8866 or Sgt. John
Sandmeyer at 619-980-0895.
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U S L A M E M B E R S H I P R E N E WA L R E M I N D E R
Dear Member:
We hope you enjoy this final issue of the American Lifeguard Magazine for the 2012-13
membership year. To continue to receive the ALM and enjoy numerous other benefits and
member discounts, please renew your membership today. See below for further information.

The USLA Membership year runs from July 1 – June 30 each year.
• PROFESSIONAL and ALUMNUS Lifeguard members who renew through their chapter or employer
should contact their agency rep if they wish to renew. Remember to pay any applicable chapter dues and
give your rep your most current email address so you can access the USLA website and your database profile.
• PROFESSIONAL and ALUMNUS members who renew individually each year should log on to the
USLA website at www.usla.org to register online. If you can’t remember your username or password, you
can use the “Forgot my password” link and your email address to have a new one sent to you.
**NEW FEATURE** Professional Members can now select either one-time annual renewal or an
“Auto-Renew” membership. If you select auto-billing, you will automatically be charged the annual
renewal fee each year on June 30th, as long as your credit card remains valid.
• ASSOCIATE members and those ALUMNUS members who joined online should note that by default,
your account is set up to “Auto-Renew” each year on June 30th. If the credit card on file is valid your
2013-14 member dues will be automatically billed. If you do not wish to be auto-billed, please log onto the
USLA website and go to the Account History section in the “Manage Profile” section to cancel this feature
before June 30th.
**************************************************************************
• JUNIOR GUARD MEMBERS: you are not eligible to renew membership online. You must be registered
each year by your program coordinator. A JG membership application form is available on the Junior
Guard page of the USLA website. Print it out, have your program coordinator sign it and mail it to the
USLA with the annual dues payment.
** JG Program Coordinators **: if you have more than a dozen JG’s who wish to renew their USLA
membership, please contact the USLA Membership Chair at membership@usla.org for a renewal template
in excel format. Your new members will be submitted with your renewals.
**************************************************************************

ALL Members are encouraged to log on to the USLA website regularly and update your
membership profile as needed to ensure we have your correct mailing address, email address,
and credit card info (if applicable).
ALM
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U S L A AG E N C Y P RO F I L E :

San Diego Fire-Rescue Lifeguard Services Division
USLA certified agency since year:
1994
Basic or Advanced:
Advanced
Affiliated USLA chapter name?
San Diego Lifeguard Association
Year agency was founded?
Ocean lifeguard services in San Diego began in 1918,
prompted by the drowning of 13 people on a single day at
Ocean Beach. Three lifeguards were initially appointed and
attached to the Police Department.

from the sea. A majority of the water rescues that are made
are due to rip current activity all along the City’s coastline.
San Diego enjoys consistent surf throughout the winter. Due
to a unique phenomenon known as “Santa Ana Winds”, air
temperatures in the middle of winter can reach near eighty
degrees. The combination of a temperate climate and consistent surf means lots of water activity year round. The average water temperature during the winter is 56-58 degrees.
Summer time temperatures average 68-72 degrees.
Average annual beach attendance/rescues/PAs/medical
aids/other statistics?
Average attendance: 20,000,000

Describe agency (government/department)?
Division of the City of San Diego Fire-Rescue

Water rescues: 5,750

Annual operating budget? $17, 926, 479
Describe community (population/hotels/attractions)?
Billed as America’s Finest City, San Diego is a diverse community of 1.3 million and is the eighth largest city in the
United States. San Diego’s beaches range from the traditional broad sandy beaches to cliffs and sea caves. The Mission
Bay aquatic area is home to numerous resorts and marinas.
Underwater, the HMCS Yukon lies offshore as an artificial
reef and the La Jolla Ecological reserve is home to kelp forests
and the 1000’ Scripps Canyon. In the air, paragliders swoop
and dive around the cliffs of Blacks Beach. Sea World and
Lego Land are prominent attractions in San Diego County.

Cliff rescues: 50

Swiftwater rescues: 15

Seasonal or year round operation?
Year Round
Hours of operation?
Water observation from 0900 until sunset 365 days a year.
Full 9-1-1 dispatch center staffed by lifeguards 24 hours a day,
365 days a year. Night response crew of four on duty 365 days
a year.
Describe jurisdiction (area/miles)?
From the tip of Pt. Loma at the entrance to San Diego Bay
north to Blacks Beach, a distance of approximately 17 miles.
The City’s jurisdiction extends 3 miles offshore. Lifeguards
are called to all water related emergencies where rescue/extrication is involve including swift water/flood rescue and dive
rescue.
Describe geography of beach/shoreline/hazards/surf/temps?
Seventeen miles of varied shoreline with everything from
wide sandy beaches to cobblestone beaches only accessible
ALM

Dive response: 4
Medical aids: 4,000
Mission Statement is?
To provide the highest quality safety services in the coastal
and aquatic environment for the public through rescue, education, outreach, medical aid, beach management, enforcement and prevention.
Describe agency’s operational philosophy?
Observe- Our stations operate on a tower zero concept with
a main tower providing observation of hazards in the water
and on the beach. This constant situational awareness allows
us to stop error chains before they begin.
Prevent- In order to preserve a safe beach environment, we
make educational contacts on the beach to keep people safe
and away from dangers.
Rescue- Lifeguards respond in a rescue mode for water, boating, cliff rescue, swiftwater/flood rescue, medical and dive
rescue emergencies.
List facilities & inventories (type of buildings, # of
towers/vehicles/vessels, etc.)?
Oceanfront stations:
• Nine permanent three story main towers with enclosed
observation decks, ready rooms, first aid rooms, etc.
• Four satellite stations
• 27 seasonal towers
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continued on page 8

USLA AGENCY PROFILE... from page 7
Additionally, 22 seasonal towers on Mission Bay
32 Vehicles:
• 4 Toyota 4 Runners
• 13 Toyota Tacomas
• 10 Toyota Tundras
• 4 Toyota Sequoias
• 1 Specialty Cliff/River Rescue Vehicle
• 3 Polaris Utility Vehicles
• 12 Personal watercraft
• 8 All terrain vehicles
Rescue boats:
• Six 22' Boston Whaler surf rescue boats.
• Two Boston Whaler Guardian patrol boats

ary or moving water. In addition to their local responsibilities, the team is assigned to the Federal Emergency
Management Administrations Urban Search and Rescue
Task Force 8 as a member of the flood rescue component.

• 28' Silver Ship enforcement boat.
• 32' Seaway fireboat
• 35' Seaway fireboat

River rescues are extremely hazardous incidents that require
specialized training and equipment. Many preventive measures are taken prior to actual rescues to ensure that people are
kept out of hazardous areas during significant rain events.
Even so, the San Diego Lifeguard River Rescue team makes
many rescues every year in the City of San Diego. The river
rescue team also responds to mutual aid calls from other local
public safety agencies.

Describe agency staffing (# of FT/PT, seasonal/
permanent, ranks, pay range for each)?
Lifeguard Chief
4 Marine Safety Lieutenants ($2,750.00- $3,323.20)
17 Lifeguard Sergeants ($2,283.20- $2,759.20)
12 Lifeguards III ($2,084.00- $2,396.80)
61 Lifeguards II ($1,890.40- $2,288.00)
220 Lifeguards I (seasonal) ($1,298.40- $1,560.00)
Describe function and basic services provided?
Lifeguard responsibilities include water rescue, boat rescue,
marine fire suppression up to three miles offshore, coastal cliff
rescue, underwater search and recovery, swift water and flood
search and rescue, and emergency medical response on and
around beach, bay and ocean areas. San Diego Lifeguards also
handle enforcement of city, state and federal laws and regulations, through prevention, citation and arrest. All full-time
lifeguards are classified as peace officers and seasonal lifeguards are classified as public officers, both with the power of
arrest. Most enforcement activity however, is related to local
ordinances concerning beach and water use.
Describe specialized training and services?
River Rescue Team
The San Diego Lifeguard Service established its River Rescue
Team in 1978 to respond to emergencies created by flooding
due to heavy rain. It is the task of the team to rescue people
or property threatened, surrounded or entrapped by stationALM

The San Diego River Rescue Team is comprised of several
full-time lifeguards who have gone through Swift water
Rescue Technician level I and level II training and a majority of team members have attended instructor level training.
In addition to swift water training team members are proficient in other rescue disciplines including but not limited to
high and low angle technical rope rescue, SCUBA diving,
flood rescue, and animal rescue. River Rescue team members
are also certified by San Diego Lifeguard Division as Personal
Watercraft operators, and as hard hulled and inflatable boat
operators.
The Team has been called upon to perform hundreds of rescues throughout the San Diego region. In 1993 alone, the
Team rescued more than 195 people trapped or threatened by
flood waters. In 2005, the team responded to New Orleans
following Hurricane Katrina and was widely recognized for its
professional response as part of the California USAR Task
Force Team. In December, 2010, the team made more than
100 rescues and assists including the rescue of 60 people from
an inundated hotel in Mission Valley. The Team has received
commendations from the San Diego City Council, the San
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Diego County Board of Supervisors, the Governor of
California and was awarded the Higgins and Langley
Memorial Award for Outstanding Achievement in the Field
of Rescue by the National Association for Search and
Rescue.
Other professional swiftwater rescue teams in the Southern
California region have modeled their operations from the
procedures that the San Diego Team has developed. The
Team continues to lead in the in the area of flood rescue in
the US western region through their development of these
professional standards and response capabilities.
Cliff Rescue Instructors
The coastal bluffs that line much of San Diego’s oceanfront
can be hazardous. Consequently, San Diego lifeguards respond
to approximately fifty cliff rescues every year. Cliffs of as much
as 400 feet of sheer or unstable terrain serve as the access and
backdrop to some of the city’s most popular beaches.
San Diego lifeguards have been involved in cliff rescue as the
primary responding agency for the City of San Diego since
the 1940s, and the position of Cliff Rescue Instructor has
been recognized in the Lifeguard Division for the last thirty
years. Lifeguard Cliff Rescue Instructors train all City lifeguards as well as many San Diego Fire-Rescue personnel in
technical rope rescue. In addition, Lifeguard Cliff Rescue
instructors regularly teach technical rope rescue to personnel
from other public safety agencies.
Lifeguard Cliff Rescue Instructors are trained and certified in
technical rope rescue and instruction by multiple public and

private certifying bodies including the California State Fire
Marshal, Rescue 3 International, Rigging for Rescue, Peak
Rescue Institute, and other organizations. San Diego
Lifeguard Cliff Rescue Instructors help put the SD FireRescue, Lifeguard Division on the forefront of technical rope
rescue.
Dive Rescue Team
San Diego lifeguards have provided underwater search, rescue, and recovery services since the 1950s. In the 1950s, diving began to be a popular sport that triggered a substantial
increase in water activity. This prompted the commencement of the San Diego Lifeguard Service Dive Rescue Team.
All members of the San Diego Lifeguard Service are trained
to perform underwater search and recovery using mask,
snorkel, and swim fins. Approximately 90% of the staff is
scuba trained and scuba equipment is positioned in all emergency vehicles and boats. In addition to these general diving
skills, a specially trained, Dive Rescue Team is maintained to
handle more complicated or arduous searches. The Dive
Rescue Team is composed of lifeguards who are certified as
Advanced Divers and Dive Rescue Specialists.
The Dive Rescue Team is mobilized any time a person is
reported missing and believed to be submerged. Dive Rescue
Team members employ emergency search procedures in these
circumstances and lead searches involving other lifeguards.
By agency policy, the emergency portion of a search is generally one hour after victim submersion. This is generally
believed to be the maximum window of opportunity for successful rescue of a victim in San Diego waters.
Boating Safety Unit
The San Diego Lifeguard Service
operates several fire/rescue vessels
which are used for marine firefighting, search and rescue and law
enforcement. These specialized boats
have the ability to pump approximately 1,000 gallons of seawater per
minute using either a bow-mounted
monitor or by connecting fire hoses
to deck-mounted standpipes. They
are also capable of pumping 300 gallons per minute out of sinking vessels.
They are particularly well equipped
to search for lost vessels using
Automatic Direction Finders (ADF),
which allows the rescuing vessels to
home in on distress signals, Global
Positioning Satellite (GPS) tracking

ALM
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continued on page 10

USLA AGENCY PROFILE... from page 9

List special beach events?
Mission Bay hosts the Crew Classic, San Diego Bayfair, and
Over-The-Line Tournament.
San Diego has become a popular destination for triathlon
events and the Rough Water swim at La Jolla Cove.
Junior Lifeguard Program overview?
The San Diego Junior Lifeguard Program offers youth ages 9
through 17 an opportunity to learn from professional lifeguards. Students gain a wide variety of skills and knowledge
including how to enjoy the beach safely, ocean and wave
education, area familiarity, first aid and CPR, water rescue
techniques, the importance of keeping physically fit, and
other topics related to lifeguarding. This valuable experience
builds self confidence and skills for life.

equipment, and radar. Lifeguards are able to successfully complete rescue missions even in dense fog and darkness.
Lifeguards assigned to these vessels are issued full firefighter
personal protective equipment and the vessels carry several
self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) for entering
smoke-filled environments.
The fire/rescue boats are the biggest vessels in the lifeguard
fleet, making them ideal platforms for dive search and recovery and are also outfitted with self-contained underwater
breathing apparatus equipment for underwater searches.
Automated external defibrillators are on board with other
basic medical equipment required to assist with medical
emergencies up to three miles off the coast.
After hours response plan?
San Diego Lifeguards are a 24 hour response agency. Every
night, there are three Lifeguards and one Sergeant 24 able to
respond. Communications are handled by a sworn dispatcher in the Lifeguard Communications Center(LCC). The
LCC is a secondary Public Safety Answering Point and

The content of our Program includes ocean and beach safety, lifesaving techniques and procedures, first aid and CPR,
development of swimming skills, body surfing, body boarding, surfing, snorkeling, SCUBA diving, stand-up paddle
boarding, kayaking, beach games, and competition events
with other junior lifeguard programs.
Our Instructors are a team of aquatic professionals who provide a fun and safe aquatic education to the youth of San
Diego through Developing confidence, mental and physical
fitness and respect for one another and the coastal environment. They are San Diego Lifeguards who have been chosen
to work with the Junior Lifeguard Program based on their
work history, lifeguarding experience and desire to work as a
Junior Lifeguard Instructor. The Program is managed by a
Lifeguard Coordinator, Junior Lifeguard Program Manager,
and Junior Lifeguard Program Director.
List affiliated USLA Life Members?
B. Chris Brewster
List USLA awards to agency or members (National
Awards Program, heroic act medals)?

receives calls for service via the 911 system and VHF for

2010 – Daryl McDonald, Mark Feighan, Jon Vipond, PJ
Liebig, Medal of Valor recipients

water rescues in the City and County of San Diego.

2012 – Marc Brown, Medal of Valor recipient

Mutual aid agreements?

1999 – Bob Albers, Ed Harris, Dave Rains, Laine Pepper,
Medal of Valor recipients

As a division of the San Diego Fire-Rescue Department, we
enjoy the same working relationships with outside agencies
as the Fire Operations Division. Additionally, San Diego
Lifeguards participate in the San Diego Regional Area
Lifeguard Emergency Response Task Force (SDRALERT), a
committee composed of the coastal water rescue agencies to
coordinate training, standards and effectiveness of response.
ALM

Other legacy members and their contributions?
B. Chris Brewster
Additional information you wish to offer?
Always swim near a Lifeguard
Completed by member name?
Sgt. Rob Brown
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L I F E G U A R D L E G E N D DAV I D S I M COX R E T I R E S
Michael S. Bartlett, Huntington Beach

After 49 ½ years employed as a
Huntington Beach Lifeguard
and working as the Junior
Lifeguard Program Coordinator,
David Simcox officially retired
this year. Simcox is recognized
as an icon in the lifesaving profession, educating tens of thousands of Orange County youths
in ocean safety. Many of the
those program participants went
on to become ocean lifeguards,
police officers, firefighters,
teachers, doctors, attorneys and
other public service professionals.

cator inspired him to join the
Junior Lifeguard Instructor
ranks in 1975. After serving one
summer as an instructor for the
“C” group, he was asked to take
over the Program as the
Coordinator.
“David displayed an exceptional
aptitude for Junior Guards,”
recalled former HB Marine
Safety Chief Bill Richardson.
“Combining his aptitude and
leadership, David’s skills as the
Program Coordinator was the
best thing for the program since its inception in 1964.”

Simcox’s passion for public service is evident through his
dedication and steadfast commitment spanning nearly five
decades. Starting his career as an ocean lifeguard for the City
of Huntington Beach in 1963, Simcox loved the beach and
had no idea that his passion for the ocean and teaching
would permeate every
aspect of his life, well
through the turn of the
century.
After two years of
guarding,
he
left
Huntington Beach to
join the US Navy. After serving aboard Naval Submarines
for three years, Simcox, an All-American Swimmer and
Water Polo player, returned to his roots in Huntington Beach
to resume seasonal lifeguard work and eventually followed his
passion for teaching.
In 1973, Simcox accepted a full-time teaching position
(Science/Physical Education) at Foothill High School where
he began his long career teaching and coaching water polo
and swimming. Under his leadership, Foothill High had a
remarkable run,
achieving more
than 30 championship titles for
water polo and
swimming combined. Simcox’s
passion as an eduALM

In 1976, I remember my first day as a HB Junior Lifeguard at
age nine. I recall watching Mr.
Simcox as he scrambled to
assemble the mornings schedule
with 300 Junior Lifeguards and
only six instructors. I distinctly
recall hearing the roar of his
voice for the morning roll call.
Simcox’s energy and enthusiasm
was contagious and inspired me
to join the ranks as a tower guard
in 1987 and later as a permanent
in 1992. With 20-plus years as a
Marine Safety Officer, I have had the pleasure of working
with Simcox and observing the program grow to what it has
become today. That success is attributed to Simcox because
he brought that energy and enthusiasm with him to work
every day and every year.
His peers describe him as a charismatic leader which may be
the result of his military training aboard Naval Submarines in
the 1960s. On the other hand, Simcox, who volunteered his
off-duty time teaching swim lessons to
city residents for
many years at no
charge, is a “Gentle
Giant”.
“Dave was an out-
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standing lifeguard," recalled Max
Bowman, former Lifeguard Chief
and
Community
Services
Director who hired Dave in
1963. "His work ethics, sincerity,
and genuine love for the youth
in our community was a reason
why he was selected to run the
Junior Lifeguard Program.
Drown proofing our community's
youth is our top priority and the
safety of the junior guards always
came first before anything else,” explained Bowman who had
all three of his grown children and his grandchildren under
Simcox's watchful eye.
Merging his passions of teaching and lifesaving, Simcox was
inspired to teach young children (ages 2-8) how to swim in
his backyard swimming pool.
For those upcoming swimmers lucky enough to be included
in Simcox’s inner circle of
family and friends are known
today as the “Backyard Dogs.”
“I had the pleasure and honor
of working with David for
most of his 49 plus years with
the city,” added Richardson, who also served as the President
of the United States Lifesaving Association. “David was a
great lifeguard, but his
compassion and commitment to youth are his key
attributes. Teaching was
his love and he passed
that skill and desire on to
his instructors. David
played a huge part in
making the HBJG Program the monumental international
success it’s become.”
Not only is he
compassionate,
he is a humanitarian. Simcox’s
resourcefulness
has made the
HBJG Program
accessible
to
ALM

lower income families who
could not otherwise afford
the enrollment. He is the
type of leader who will take
the time to listen and understand someone’s concerns or
problems. Few leaders are
successful enough to manage
with goals and objectives a
top priority, and simultaneously, maintain excellent
interpersonal relationships
with people around them. Simcox is the exception.
“He is the quintessential politician,” said Mike Eich, who has
worked with Simcox as his assistant for many years. “He is a
rare individual who makes people at ease with his ever-positive demeanor. He also is one of the hardest working persons
I have known coming
in early and staying
late to make sure
whatever project he
was involved went off
without a hitch. It will
be strange not having
Dave in the office this
year.”
If a Junior Guard was
injured (minor or major) during the course of their training,
Simcox never delegated responsibility. He personally handled every call he could.
Second only to LA County's Jr. Guard Program in terms of
program size and
longevity, the
HBJG Program
quickly grew to
500 participants
by 1980. Under
Simcox’s leadership, the program saw explosive
growth
through
the
1980s.
Today,
the program tops
1100
Junior
Lifeguards with
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continued on page 16

LIFEGUARD LEGEND... from page 15

Taking 1st Place in Australia Rescue Line & Reel.

Simcox in Hawaii with his daughters

Simcox leading a Group of C's

Opening ceremony in Australia.

Returning home from Australia.
National Competition Team in Hawaii.

ALM

National Team at Berlin Wall
after Reagan's speech.
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P O M PA N O B E AC H T H A N K S G I V I N G DAY WAT E R R E S C U E
Jo Wagenhals, Pompano Beach, FL

Photo courtesy of
Pilar Barrera, Pompano Beach, FL

On Thanksgiving Day 2012 at 12:30pm, Pompano Beach Ocean Rescue received
a call via Fire Rescue Dispatch for an overturned boat in the Hillsboro Inlet with
an unknown number of victims. When Ocean Rescue Lifeguards arrived, they
were confronted with a major, multi-casualty incident requiring extensive water
rescue operations.
The City of Pompano Beach has three linear miles of beachfront bordered on
the north by the Hillsboro Inlet, which has a sand beach shoreline, and the
Town of Hillsboro Beach on the north side of the inlet. The south end of the
beach is bordered by the community of Lauderdale by the Sea. Both ends of the
beach north and south are unguarded. At the midway point of the three mile
stretch is the Pompano Beach Municipal Fishing Pier where the City’s beach
park is located. The Ocean Rescue Division is part of Pompano Beach Fire
Rescue. There are eight staffed lifeguard towers, three north of the pier and five
to the south, guarding approximately one mile of beachfront. Supervisors patrol
the remaining area by vehicle. Nearly half of the more than one million people,
who annually attend the beach, do so in the unguarded area of the beach; which
is lined with
condominiums,
hotels, time-shares and private single family homes.
On this Thanksgiving Day, Ocean Rescue was staffed with
only 11 lifeguards, below the normal minimum of 12, due to
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the holiday and illness. Surf was three to five feet, with occasional six foot sets of clean groundswell out of the north. The
water was clear and 75 degrees. South Florida beaches experience an influx of crowds in the winter due to the warm
weather. The size of the normally large winter crowds was
compounded by the holiday making normal Ocean Rescue
Operations very challenging.
The first lifeguard to respond to the incident was Tony
Landrua, leaving Tower 8 at the northern end of the guarded
beach on an ATV. Lieutenant Piotr Zatorski responded in a
supervisor’s truck from Tower 2 on the southern end of the
guarded beach. I responded from headquarters, which sits
directly behind Tower 4 on the south side of the pier. The
Captain first assisted Chris Nowviskie from Tower 4 and Jose
Rosete from Tower 3 in launching a PWC (Waverunner) and
rescue sled, to be piloted by Nowviskie and crewed by Rosete.
I then responded in a second supervisor’s truck and advised
the dispatch center to have all responding units switch to
Ocean Rescue’s radio channel.
Landrua was the first Ocean Rescue member on scene. He
observed a very large overturned vessel with multiple victims
spread widely throughout the water and debris everywhere;
including coolers, scuba tanks, and everything else that hadn’t been tied down aboard a for-hire scuba excursion boat.
Landrua reported that he was entering the water to begin
effecting rescues. The next radio communication was
Lieutenant Zatorski, advising he was going in on a paddleboard. I arrived on scene to observe a flurry of responding
boats, including the Broward Sheriff’s Office Marine Unit,
Lighthouse Point Police, Sea Tow, Towboat US, and various
civilian boats. Land units included Pompano Beach Fire
Rescue and the Broward Sheriff’s Office (BSO). A BSO helicopter was en route. This was going to be a difficult emergency scene to manage. Considering the number of victims,
there was little point in discouraging the initially uncoordinated rescue efforts underway by government and civilian
rescuers.
Incident Command was established by Pompano Beach Fire
Lieutenant Matthew Whitton at the Hillsboro Marina, which
is on the inland waterway on the Pompano Beach (south) side
of the Hillsboro Inlet, but around the corner and out of sight
of the incident. It was the closest area for victims to be
offloaded from boats, and there were many. The inability of
the Incident Commander (IC) to observe the accident scene
made reports from beachside units critical to understanding
and managing the incident. As a result, the IC was asking me
for an estimated number of patients, as well as the name of the
vessel; neither of which I was immediately able to provide,
since the boat was upside down and the water around it was
filled with debris. Fortunately, another boat captain for the
same dive company contacted me on the beach and was able
ALM

to provide a manifest of the overturned vessel. This information was pivotal to the operation – taking it from the
unknown to at least knowing what crews were looking for and
determining what backup units needed to be requested.
There were 21 passengers and a crew of two, totaling 23 on
board. The vessel was a 45’ catamaran with a glass bottom in
the middle, which was utilized for dive trips off Pompano
Beach’s reefs. Knowing these facts proved vital to the success
of the operation.
Lifeguard EMTs Landrua and Rosete were advised of a
woman trapped under the overturned vessel. An unconscious 55 year old female had been found and was being
brought out by a Good Samaritan. Landrua and Rosete freed
the victim and moved her to a Broward Sheriff’s boat where
they initiated CPR – continuing resuscitation efforts until
she could be transferred to an awaiting Pompano Beach Fire
Rescue paramedic unit at the Hillsboro Marina.
Now at the marina, Landrua and Rosete were initially
assigned to patient triage. It was quickly realized that this was
not an ideal use for water rescue personnel while there were
still victims in the water. As a result, one of them boarded a
Fort Lauderdale Police Department vessel and the other a
Broward Sheriff’s boat to act as rescuers. During this time,
there were only two Ocean Rescue personnel in the water,
Lieutenant Piotr Zatorski and Chris Nowviskie, searching for
victims via the PWC and sled. I was positioned on the shore
coordinating the water rescue effort. A Sheriff’s Office helicopter circled overhead, advising on locations of victims and
the possibility of submerged victims. Responding vessels were
able to rule out any submerged victims by following up on
each of the helicopter crew’s observations. Ocean Rescue’s
PWC crew assisted in bringing five victims to shore through
the shorebreak. I assembled the rescued victims near my
truck as I went into the wash to assist them out one by one.
On the south side of the inlet in Pompano Beach there is a residential neighborhood, which has a public passageway opening
within 300 yards of the inlet. Responding Pompano Beach Fire
Rescue personnel were directed to the entrance between the
buildings and advised what equipment would fit down the narrow passageway. Emergency responders on the beach included
a Battalion Chief and EMS Captain along with several Fire
Rescue personnel. Any patients brought to shore were assessed
by Fire Rescue personnel and transported to awaiting Fire
Rescue transport units via the same passageway.
The timing of the incident left Pompano Beach’s guarded
beach area staffed by only three lifeguard personnel positioned at Towers 1, 5, and 6. Two additional lifeguards were
on a lunch break off-site and went back into service during
the call. These five Lifeguard EMTs (Gregg Grosheim, Casey
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continued on page 28

POMPANO BEACH THANKSGIVING DAY... from page 27
Coote, Mark Riggio, Charles Lowndes, James Aguiar, and
Thierry Lirola) effectively kept the beach open and safe during the incident. Deerfield Beach Ocean Rescue provided
mutual aid by sending Lifeguard Patrick Clemens from over
five miles away to aid in the rescue effort. Clemens quickly
grabbed fins to assist in the code X search for the remaining
unaccounted passengers. Standardized training provided by
the USLA proved critical in the mutual aid response.
Clemens knew exactly what was initiated and jumped right
into action. The proper use of all available Ocean Rescue
resources was essential to the rescue operation, as well as
maintaining safety on the remainder of the beach.
The incident had been classified as a Level 3 Mass Casualty
Incident under Broward County guidelines. It triggered a
major response of fire, police, and marine personnel. The
only responders with surf lifesaving skills were the Ocean
Rescue personnel initially from Pompano Beach Fire Rescue
and then assisted by Deerfield Beach Ocean Rescue. Unlike
the other responders, with extensive networks of mutual aid,
Ocean Rescue had to make due with the personnel on hand
and one Deerfield Beach Ocean Rescue Lifeguard on a busy
holiday weekend. Of the 23 people who were on board when
the vessel capsized in four to six foot seas, all were quickly
rescued; four were transported to hospitals with only one
fatality. The remaining rescued victims were released at the
scene. The incident had been dispatched at 12:30pm and all
victims were accounted for and ashore by 1:30pm. The initially chaotic scene was efficiently managed despite the
response of multiple agencies and citizen rescuers.
Pompano Beach Fire Rescue provided a rapid response and
critical services were given by their personnel and allied
responders. Even with the success of the operation, there are
some valuable lessons from this incident for Pompano Beach
and other public safety agencies to consider.
1) Inlets clearly have the potential to be the scene of a mass
casualty incident. Preplanning a response strategy to a
nearby hazardous area, like this one, including an optimum IC location, and medical staging area are worth considering. Some process to automatically summon nearby
lifeguard agencies for assistance could help ensure adequate ocean rescue resources.
2) Allowing lifeguards to leave the area for lunch breaks may
be required based on employee contracts, but no lifeguard
on a break would wish to be gone when a major incident
requires their presence. Having some method to inform
and summon those personnel would be optimal if they are
to be allowed to leave the beach for breaks.
3) Because victims could be evacuated to either side of the
ALM

inlet, a thorough knowledge of all access points (public &
private) and related street-side addresses would help facilitate an accurate and expeditious response by emergency
response units, especially mutual aid units whose personnel may be unfamiliar with the area. Being able to provide
very specific information to all responding agencies will
help with equipment and personnel selection, including
issues like location (inside the inlet or on the beachfront),
the presence or absence of a jetty, tide, surf size, and
potential for trauma victims.
4) In this case, lifeguard rescuers had to decide whether to
bring their victims through shorebreak to drop them on
the beach or to traverse the inlet. Preplanning an evacuation location would limit the decision-making and better
concentrate resources. Certainly this may vary, but one
must quickly factor patient status (level of consciousness,
spinal consideration, etc.) and weigh in the distance to
various evacuation points along with surf conditions.
Uninjured victims may be able to be quickly taken ashore,
while injured victims may benefit by a longer evacuation
to waiting Fire Rescue personnel.
5) Having a common radio frequency, a clear Chain of
Command, and an understanding of the Incident
Command System are very helpful. Even so, due to the
initially unknown number of victims in the water, compounded by an unknown number of patients rapidly
brought into the marina by various responders, it is a reality that in the initial stages of a multi-casualty incident,
there is no certainty of the total number of patients. This
incident was somewhat similar to a bus accident or plane
crash, with victims widely spread and uncertain in number. In any case, if you have the ability to adequately distribute responding units (BLS and/or ALS); it is paramount to communicate all pertinent information to the
Incident Commander.
One could run through a thousand different scenarios that
could have drastically changed the outcome of this call, but
there were numerous things that fell into place that made it
an overall success. The bottom line is that responders carried
out the roles they were trained to perform, improvised when
needed, and rescued a significant number of people in a short
period of time with minimum loss of life or injury. Pompano
Beach Fire Rescue is proud of the exceptional work of every
lifeguard assigned to Pompano Beach that day and thankful
to Deerfield Beach, as well as the many other responders who
participated. It was a team effort that started out as a huge
challenge and ended up as an outstanding demonstration of
lifesaving skill.
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A REALIT Y IN A LIFEGUARD'S NIGHTMARE
Ken Nicolas, Galveston, TX

3am – Tuesday, April 30, 2013:
I stood at the edge looking out at the placid sheen of the
water’s surface… peaceful, serene and inviting.
As I gazed into the depths I saw a hazy shape, a figure-no, figures.
Focusing now on my new perspective I could make out
their dark outlines far below the surface.
They’d been there a while and looked comfortable in
their new environment. No longer was there panic on
their faces, their last gasps long expired, almost peaceful, yet so unnecessary.
These were my ghosts… my sirens… my specters of the
deep. The souls needlessly lost in a watery environment
that could have been their friend for life.
Colin was there. I wasn’t at the pool the day we lost him
but I’ve championed his cause and his Hope to keep
other kids from drowning.
The little girl at the pool when I was five who flipped
upside-down in an inflatable ring when anyone could
have righted her…and continued her life.
The 26-year-old who drowned last year on Lake Travis
with family and friends within arm’s reach of him but

nobody noticed that he was floating face down in the
water for over 20 minutes. We worked on him for 45
minutes and even the StarFlight miracle workers couldn’t get him to come back.
The 17-year-old kid who wanted to surf but didn’t swim
that well who got caught in a rip current and panicked.
He was swimming far from the lifeguard coverage
because he wanted to be good at surfing before he tried
it in front of people. We found him a day later near the
jetty.
Countless others who now shared their company joined
them…
My peace was long gone…my breath and pulse were
rapid… I began scanning and searching for anyone
above the water but could find no one. Only the lost
souls now committed to the deep.
Then I awoke--recommitted to be ever watchful, ready,
and capable to respond to prevent another from joining
their company.
It was a dream, yes. Nevertheless, every character in it
was real and every one of them would be alive today had
someone been watching.

The USLA has arranged for deep discounts and special deals with leading companies that offer products of value to USLA members.
Visit the USLA Home page (at the bottom) or the USLA Store, at: www.usla.org/store
Example discounts available to you:

- 50% off Hobie polarized sunglasses (including special deals on prescription sunglasses)
- $30 off DaFin swim fins
- Special discounts on Ford automobiles.

As well, lifeguards, chapters, and regions can purchase clothing and other items with the USLA logo embroidered on them at Uniserv

GuardGear. And you can purchase rings with the USLA logo from Jostens.

The USLA is committed to helping lifeguards get the best equipment at the best prices. Don't forget to sign up for your membership

today through your chapter or at: www.usla.org
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A R E S C U E T O H O N O R A M E R I C A ’ S G R E AT E S T G E N E R AT I O N
Dr. Peter I. Hartsock, U.S. Public Health Service

I have spent many decades in ocean lifeguarding but never
thought I would play a role in guarding, let alone rescuing, a
250,000 pound cannon!
On September 2, 1945, Tokyo Bay, the Japanese signed the
surrender ending World War II. The ceremony took place on
board the battleship USS Missouri (the “Mighty MO”). The
ship was one of four “Iowa” class battleships—the last, largest,
and most advanced class of such vessels the U.S. ever built.
As their main armament, each ship carried nine 16” caliber
cannons, each one of which weighed 250,000 pounds. They
were mounted in giant turrets (three guns per turret), each of
weighed more than a destroyer.
The cannons could fire a 2700 pound armor-piercing shell
about 25 miles in 50 seconds. During the War, each gun cost
One Million Dollars apiece to build.
The guns on all four ships did service during World War II
the Korean. After the Korean War, the original gun barrels—which had seen heavy wear—were removed and
replaced with new barrels that saw service through the first
Persian Gulf War. During Vietnam, rocket boosters were
designed for the shells which roughly doubled their range.
The original guns were placed in transport brackets and
deposited on the ground in several places around the country
where they rested until the summer of 2011. The U.S. Navy
started melting down these barrels—supposedly to get nickel
and dime “scrap” money for them.
A small group of us, including some lifeguard buddies of
mine, got wind of this sacrilege and not a minute too late.
Twenty eight barrels had already been torched, including six
from the Mighty MO. Only eight remained, including three
from the Missouri. Those three rested at Norfolk Navy Base
on the south side of the mouth of Chesapeake Bay.
Working with the Ft. Miles (Delaware) Historical
Association, we confronted the Navy and were told we had
to raise $110,000 (moving costs for one barrel) in several
weeks or everything remaining would be melted down. We
had to run like crazy to do so and still came up short. But we
had raised enough to shame the Navy in to backing down. It
was not a reprieve, however, but only a stay of execution for
these sacred memorials.
And so we ramped up in an effort that took many months
and not only rescued one of the Missouri’s big guns but the
other two remaining ones as well. Fund raising was not easy.
One little boy had his fifth birthday and got $5.00 as a present. He donated that to the gun campaign.
Fall and winter came and went as the fund-raising continued.
This was paralleled by extensive logistical planning to move
not just one but three 250,000 pound guns out of Norfolk to
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save them. The cannons are so massive that most cranes
couldn’t pick them up. Furthermore, they had to be moved
on special heavy duty railroad flat cars which had four (rather
than the normal two) “wheel trucks” under them—four
wheels per truck.
Plenty of planning, re-planning and much more took place
during those months and it was a race against time because
the Navy was still going to destroy the guns if we didn’t move
them soon.
Finally, in late winter, we met our moving cost goal and plans
were finalized for transporting the cannons. Two were to be
carried on special flatcars and placed on a railroad barge
which would carry them across the mouth of the Chesapeake
Bay to Cape Charles at the southern end of the “Delmarva”
(Delaware, Maryland, Virginia) Peninsula. One would then
be transported up the entire length of the Delmarva to Ft.
Miles, a major World War II fortress at the entrance of the
Delaware Bay. During the War, Ft. Miles had mounted the
same caliber guns as well as smaller ones. A second gun
would be mounted at Cape Charles, at another WWII fortification on the Chesapeake. The third cannon was transported out to the University of Arizona to be mounted next
to the salvaged mast of the USS Arizona, which had been
sunk at Pearl Harbor. The mast carries the dog tags of all the
men who died on board that vessel on December 7, 1941.
I became aware that little or no attention was being paid by
the news media to this historical rescue and I contacted certain friends in the press and also asked for assistance from
other friends. The Sussex County, DE Amateur Radio
Emergency Service (ARES), with whom we have worked on
open water lifesaving projects, mounted a radio tracker on
the big gun bound for Ft. Miles. A web site was set up and
people from all over the world could monitor the progress of
the gun on a map, including crossing the Chesapeake and
then being hauled very slowly up the Delmarva.
The DE National Guard provided logistical advice and also
helped us recharge the tracker’s batteries daily. The DE State
Police, with whom we have trained and engaged in open
water rescue, provided traffic control at certain points and
also photographed and filmed from ground and air the big
gun’s transfer from the railroad car at Lewes, DE, on to a
super large tractor trailer with 120 wheels for the cannon’s
last mile from the railroad to Ft. Miles. A lot of former lifeguard buddies of mine are in the State Police as well as the
National Guard and they were of great assistance.
Two major ceremonies were held for the Ft. Miles big gun.
One took place in Georgetown, Sussex County, DE’s capital.
Ft. Miles and Delaware’s ocean coastline are in Sussex
County. Many WWII veterans were there and from speech-
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es at “The Circle,” a march, including vets in wheel chairs
and a marching band from Sussex County Technical High
School was held leading down to the railroad track where the
gun train was temporarily placed. “Rolling Thunder” provided an impressive motorcycle escort. At the gun, more
speeches were made and I invited veterans up to fire salutes
from one of my black powder cannons which we placed
alongside the Mighty MO’s big gun. I was amazed at how
many of those elderly gentlemen scrambled up the ladder to
fire one last shot for victory!
The cannon was then transported by rail to Lewes, DE where
it was placed on the super tractor trailer which hauled it up
to top of the “Great Dune” and Ft. Miles.
Shortly thereafter, a formal ceremony was held at the fort to
officially dedicate the gun, which still needs to be mounted,
and recognize our veterans. Federal, state, and local authorities participated.
I was lucky enough to meet a U.S. Marine veteran who was
on board the Missouri when the surrender was signed. He

Gun ceremony in Georgetown, DE. Note WWII uniforms.
Enlarged photo shows the three guns we rescued. Photo taken
during 7-hour U.S. victory flyover of Tokyo immediately
following Japan’s surrender on September 2, 1945.

Hauling the 250,000 pound big gun to Ft. Miles, escorted by
DE State Police. Photo taken from DE State Police helicopter.
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had with him one of a very few copies of the surrender document, made the very day it was signed. We unrolled it by the
side of the big gun and took photos.
Another gentleman who had served in the Navy was there in
his original “whites.” Together, we proudly held the USLA
banner next to the Mighty MO’s cannon.
The entire adventure of carrying to safety three mighty
memorials to America’s “greatest generation” was one which
brought folks together in the same spirit which won the War.
Many people gave whatever they could, including services
and financial help and it took me back to my best years of
ocean lifeguarding, when teamwork was the bottom line and
getting the mission done mattered more than anything else.
My lifeguard buddies helped plenty in the cannon rescue.
When I saw those aged veterans and young children contributing all they could, it made me feel humble but happy.
Our country needs more great missions like this which pull
everyone together in the most unselfish way—a special way
which true lifeguards already know and practice.

U.S. Navy veteran Joe Kosaveach (right) and Pete Hartsock
holding the USLA flag in front of the breach of the
Mighty MO’s big gun during formal dedication ceremony
for the gun at Ft. Miles, DE.

WWII U.S. Marine veteran and Pete Hartsock unroll an
original copy of the surrender document ending WWII.
Muzzle of big gun in background. Cannon shell on ground.
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2 012 C S L S A J U N I O R L I F E G U A R D
OF THE YEAR
HANNAH LEVY
Hannah Levy possesses many qualities that qualify her for the
California Surf Lifesaving Association’s (CSLSA) Junior
Lifeguard (JG) of the Year. Hannah is a leader not by
demanding the attention of her fellow JGs, instead, she leads
by example. She not only follows directions but she goes
above and beyond what is asked of her
During the school year, Hannah is a member of a club that
welcomes and orients freshman to her new school. She
extends that courtesy to the new JGs of the program.
Hannah participates in a number of activities beside JGs.
She rows, dances, track and karate. Hannah is also the
co-president of the Relay for Life Club at her high school
which benefits the American Cancer Society. She understands the importance of sportsmanship and demonstrates it
at JGs on a daily basis.
Hannah initiated a group of her fellow Group AA/A JGs to
compete in the Mega Colossus. A couple of JGs were not
sure if they could complete the “Mega” but Hannah encouraged them that they could do it and told them they would all
stick together and finish as a group.
During a dual meet with Seal Beach JGs, there was only
oen girl competing in the run-swim-run event and she was
from Seal Beach. Hannah realized that and decided to
jump into the event with her so she would not be the only
female competitor.
During the round for 4th Place in Flags at Regionals, Hannah
suffered an injury to her leg from another JG competitor.
Instead of being disappointed or upset, Hannah walked out of
the flag pit with a big smile on her face.
Not only has Hannah’s contributions impacted the Long
Beach Junior Lifeguard Program; she has also impacted the
Fire Department and her community. After three hours of
JGs, Hannah has another three hours of dance and rowing
everyday. One of the Department’s Rescue Boat Stations
shares the building with the Rowing Center and every
Marine Safety member has commented on “how friendly the
blonde girl with the big smile is”.
With the basic first aid skills she acquired at JGs, Hannah
was able to assist her elderly neighbor who had fallen and
broken her hip.
ALM

Motivation, dedication, and athleticism are just a few of
the qualities that Hannah possesses. Her contributions
ensure the success and tradition of the Long Beach Junior
Lifeguard Program.
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G A LV E S T O N L I F E G U A R D S F I N D V E R S AT I L I T Y I N R I G I D
HULLS FOR OCEAN RESCUE
Peter Davis and Austin Kirwin, Galveston, Texas

tools for any type of rescue.
The inflatable tubes provide
great stability even in rough
seas and are very forgiving
when pulling alongside
another boat for safety
checks, rescues, or law
enforcement purposes.

The Galveston Island
Beach Patrol guards 32
miles of beach and works
with other groups to
respond to an additional 40
miles of coastline on the
bay. Although lifeguards
are the least dependent on
technology of all the emergency services, we have several specialized tools that
help with non-traditional
water rescues.
One of the tools we use is a
Rigid Hull Inflatable or
“RIB” boat with an inflatable sled made by “C4
Waterman” that attaches to the stern just like the traditional personal water craft (“Jet Ski”) sleds. The boat itself can
carry up to 13 passengers for mass casualty events or just two
or three guards comfortably for a 7 hour patrol. We use this
craft for search and rescue, overturned catamarans, night
operations, and normal patrol on busy weekends. We carry a
Stokes Basket for spinal injuries, rescue board, rescue tubes,
and full medical bag. The boat is equipped with spotlights,
marine and emergency response radios, a public address system, radar, GPS, and depth side scan sonar.
The RIB is a great tool when used in conjunction with a personal water craft (PWC). For quick response on the beach,
there isn’t a vessel that could rival the versatility of a PWC;
however the RIB has many unique characteristics that set it
apart. The platform alone provides the ability to carry more

ALM

The inflatable sled is a very
cutting edge product that
just recently hit the market.
It is a safe platform for
urban flooding events and
Marine Safety Enforcement
Operations. The boat, due
to the inflatable tubes, sits
high out of the water, which
makes victim pickups difficult. Traditionally you’d have to
use some kind of webbing or net system to roll people up into
the boat. With the sled in tow this is no longer an issue. It
allows for someone in the water to climb up (or be pulled up)
with minimal effort. In a mass casualty event it allows for
easy transfers of victims from PWC to boat with minimal
movement. The sled can also be detached and used to transport victims or material across shallow water to a dock or
directly up to the sand. It is also a great diving platform to
gear up and enter the water. One could even drive a jet ski
onto the sled while driving and tow it! But for us, the most
useful purpose is that it provides a safe way to snatch people
out of the water in high surf or inside the surf line.
The versatility the sled and boat combo gives us it allows is
almost endless. Definitely the right tool for the right job.
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LIFEGUARD LEGEND... from page 16
nearly 30 instructors. His expertise in managing
resources and overall exemplary community
service earned him an “Award of Merit” from
the City, twice, and Simcox later received the
prestigious Orange County Hoag Hospital’s
“Excellence in Lifeguarding Award”. Having
the skillset of a veteran manager, Simcox grew
to become a master politician who could navigate the toughest parental concerns to delicately delivering the program’s objectives at the city
council level.
Simcox takes great pride in illustrating the fact
that the Junior Lifeguard Program is an educational, not recreational, program. Water proofing our community youth in ocean safety is
vital in a dynamic, ocean environment like
Huntington Beach which has seen a dramatic
increase in recent drowning deaths among
tourist who don’t possess the ocean skills taught
in the Junior Lifeguard Program.

Simcox with Coach Tom Delong.

Leading Junior Lifeguard teams on thirteen international
educational exchanges to shores as far away as New Zealand,
Australia and Germany, Simcox made the HB Junior
Lifeguard Program an international model for youth ocean
safety programs. Formerly acting as the competition chairperson for the Western United States Lifesaving Association,
Simcox, an avid lifesaving competitor, helped develop the
rules and regulations for lifesaving competitions and managed more than 15 Regional Lifesaving Competitions (now
governed by the USLA) during his tenure.
“As our Program Coordinator, Dave has saved more lives
than anybody I know. His passion and commitment to educating our kids is unparalleled,” explained Michael
Beuerlein, President of the California Surf Life Saving
Association, and Marine Safety Lieutenant working with
Simcox for more than three decades.
A loving husband and father of two, Simcox is as caring and
compassionate with the Junior Lifeguards as he is with his
own grandchildren. Dave will likely continue public service
as a wedding minister and swim instructor for his friends and
extended family. His exemplary leadership and community
service for nearly 50 years, not only has made him a role
model for career professionals like myself, but to the many
thousands of former Junior Lifeguards who know him and
regard him as a lifesaving legend!
ALM

Grandson Greyson wearing Simcox's 1960s uniform cap.
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